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Stretch Qonnect Wins 2020 Qlik Partner Award
Recognized for Outstanding Achievement, Innovation and Joint Customer Success with Qlik
On January 28, 2021 – Stretch Qonnect, announced today they have been recognized by Qlik as the
Qlik Solution Provider Partner of the Year EMEA of 2020.
Presented annually, the awards recognize the Qlik partner community for excellence in several different
categories both on a global scale and within key regions.
Elite Partner Stretch Qonnect
“Through the past challenging year, Qlik’s global partner ecosystem continued to have a real impact on
helping current and future customers drive more value from data with their investment in Qlik,” said Peter
Leddy, Vice President of Global Partner Organization, Qlik. “We are proud to recognize partner
excellence in helping Qlik deliver on our vision of Active Intelligence through our unique end-to-end data
and analytics platform in markets across the world.”
” At Stretch Qonnect we are very proud and happy to be recognized as Qlik Solution Provider of the Year
2020!” said Martin Sahlin, CEO Stretch Qonnect. “This award acknowledges our hard work and that our
strategy, with a 100% loyal focus on Qlik, is the right approach to deliver value for our customers in the
market”. “Even though we are proud of this achievement, we aim higher and look forward to even greater
years to come. With the combination of the cutting-edge Qlik portfolio, covering data integration and data
analytics, and our own value-adding Stretch Products, the future looks very bright”.

About Stretch Qonnect
Stretch Qonnect is a modern business intelligence partner and certified Qlik Elite Solution Provider. Their
experienced analytics experts provide advisory and implementation services to companies and
organizations across the globe looking to win with analytics. Stretch Qonnect is committed to delivering
the best Qlik solutions and they expand the impressive Qlik product line with their own line of valueadding products.
About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decisionmaking and solve their most challenging problems. A private SaaS company, Qlik provides an end-toend, real-time data integration and analytics cloud platform to close the gaps between data, insights and
action. By transforming data into Active Intelligence, businesses can drive better decisions, improve
revenue and profitability, and optimize customer relationships. Qlik does business in more than 100
countries and serves over 50,000 customers around the world.
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